TRIP RECAP

ZEV TECHNOLOGIES EXPERIENCE

The High Bar Homestead was created with the vision of creating the finest premier shooting facility available for all disciplines and scenarios.
It’s like a playground for firearms enthusiast! Secluded off a gravel road littered with wildlife just a short drive north of Gillette Wyoming, it is the
perfect location to host the Zev Tech Experience.
Upon arrival, we headed to the pole barn that had handmade wooden benches full of Zev tech gear including their 0.Z-9 pistol and 1000 rounds
of ammunition to shoot over the course of the next two days. Right off the bat, the firearm instructors and the Zev Tech team were working with
guests to familiarize themselves with their new firearm and prepare them for the following two days of immense shooting and instruction. With
the conclusion of the day with a wonderful welcome dinner, friendships and connections were made right off the bat, making the next few days
even better.
With the first full day underway, the Zev Tech instructors taught the fundamental building blocks and execution of a clean shot, which guests
applied to zero their red dot on their newly acquired Zev Tech pistols. From there, they drilled heavily on paper and steal from a variety of
different distances. As the day went on, the trainers slowly walked the shooting line back 10 yards at a time all the way to 100 where guests
shot off at steel gongs. It was clear to see the improvement among the shooters after just one full day of shooting. 500 rounds fired per person
paired with professional training made drastic improvements to even some of the most experienced shooters there. Capping the day off by
watching the sunset from the hilltop overlooking the valley of the High bar Homestead property was icing on the cake to wrap up a great day.
With the start of the second full day, fundamentals were reinforced and shooting continued to improve. After lunch, guests split up in two groups
to shoot two walk through ranges with small steel targets set at variable distances. With only a few dozen rounds left, guests took their shot on
a 300 yard steel rifle target on the hillside, along with trying the swinging plate rack for time. The amount of improvement seen by all guests
was truly amazing. The saying goes practice makes perfect, but with 1000 rounds and some top-notch professional coaching, PERFECT practice
makes perfect.
With the end of the last day approaching, axe throwing and bag toss was played while the chefs prepared a Cajun shrimp boil. The cool evening
air was perfect for everyone to be outside to watch the sun go down as the Cajun shrimp boil was displayed across the picnic table for everyone
to feast until you couldn’t move. At the end of the day, it seemed as though this trip was a dream. The only complaint was that we couldn’t stay
to shoot any longer!
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